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TRAVEL TIME CURVES AT SMALL DISTANCES, 
AND WA VE VELOCITIES 

JN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 
By 

B. Gutenberg,r. Pasadena (Calif.). 
(With 11 figures.) 

Zusammenfassung: Das Netz von Erdbebenwarten in Kalifornien 
(table I ) ermoglicht nunmehr cine genaucre Untersuchung der Erdbeben in 
Siidkalifornien. 21 Sto13o (table II) crwiesen sich a ls geeignet fiir genauere 
Untersuchungcn . Jn ir jcdcn wurde zuntichst das Epizentrurn unter Benutzung 
von Stationspaaren mit nngenii.hert gleichcn Eintrittszeitcn berechnet, unter 
Zugrundelogung einer schein barcn Wollengcschwindigkcit von 5.6 km/sec fiir P 
nach den Ergebnissen von Steinbrucbsprengungcn daselbst {16). Unt er Be
nutzung der so gefundencn Herddistanzen wurde die Laufzeitkurve fiir a lle 
P -Einsii.tze konstruiert, und mit dieser L nufzcitkurve wurden erneut die 
Koordinaten der Hertle sowie die Herdzeiten bcrechnet (table II, III und 
Figur 1). Die Wiederholung des Verfahrens crgab keine wcsentlichen Ande
rungen. Im ga.nzen standen 138 Aufzeichnungon (table I V), moist rnit je zwei, 
zum Tei! (Pasadena) auch wesentlich mehr Komponenten, zur Verfiigung, mit 
zusammen 303 Kurven. Die Untersuchung der ·p. Wellen ergab keinen wesent 
lichen Einflul3 der Hcrdlage (table V). Dagcgen zeigte sich, dal3 die L auf
zeitkurve von P nur zwischen 200 und 450 km H erddistanz durch einc Gerade, 
entsprechend einer scheinbaren Geschwindigkcit von 5.55 km/ sec, dargestellt 
wcrden konnte. Fur kleincre Dist anzen ist die Abweichung d er Beobach
t ungen von dicser Geradcn posith' (table VI), flir grol3ere starker negativ. 
Die mittlere Kurve entspricht etwa dem l\fittcl der L aufzeitkurven von 
A. l\foHORov1616 fiir die Herdtiefen 0 und 25 km (table VII) . P11 liel3 sich bis 
554 km Herddistanz verfolgen. Seine scheinbare Geschwindigkeit ist 7 .94 km/sec 
mit ganz gcringen Fchlcrn (table VIII) . (In den Tabellen sind die Dia
gra mme immcr mit zwei Buchst abcn bezeichnct, von denon sich der erste 
a uf die Station, der zwcitc a uf <las Behen bezieht. Die Symbole sind die glei
chen wie in table II bzw. Ill.) Die Laufzeitdiffercnz P-P,. ist in K alifornien 
mehrerc Sekunden grol3er, als bishcr an andercn Stellen gefunden wurde 
(table I X ). Kurz hinter P,. fo lgt die i:ucrst von V. CONRAD fcstgestellte Welle P z 
(table X), deren Amplituden merklich grol3er sind a ls die von P

1
., und die in 

grol3cren Distanzen oft als erstc Welle sicht bar ist. Sic folgt etwas schneller 
auf P n• als V. CONRAD beim Schwadorfer Behen fand (table XI). Zwiscl1en 
P,. und P tretcn in nicht zu grol3en Distanzen zwei '¥ellcn a uf, die mit 1"111 

und P v bezeichnet wurden. P,,. entspricht etwa der Welle P * in europitischen 
Seis mogram men (table X II), es scheint aber nicht ausgeschlossen zu sein, 
da l3 auch in E uropa verschiedentlich cine Welle beobachtct wurde, die P v 
entspricht (Figur 4). Die scheinbaren Geschwindigkeiten dicscr beiden Wellen, 
die oft sehr klar hervortreten (Figur 11 ), sind 6.83 bzw. 6.05 km/sec, ent-
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sprechen also etwa den von BnoCKAMP und vVOLCKEN (2) for Norddeutsch
land in den beiden obersten Schichten gefundencn Werten. Es ist daher denk
bar, daB der Schichtenaufbau in Ka.lifornien qualita.tiv ii.hnlich ist wie in 
Europa, daB aber in Norddeutschla.od die obcrstc Schicht fehlt, wiihrend die 
p entsprechende Schicht in Siidcloutschland und im Alpengebiet bis her noch 

y 
nicht durch :iuffiillige Wellen erkennbar wa.r. 

AuBer cliesen Wellen treten im Gcbiete der L ongituclinalwcllen noch 
clrei Wellen auf, die mit a, b und c bezeichnct wurden (t:ible XIII) ; sie sind 
nur in groJ3eren Distanzen erkennba.r uncl zum Toil sogar sebr a.uffiillig. Dies 
" ilt besonders for a, dessen L aufzcit innerhalb der Beobachtungsgenauigkeit 
" . mit clerjenigen cmcr von STONl~LF.Y (15) gefundcncn W'elle zusa.mmenfallt. 
Die La.ufzeitkurve dieser Welle ka nn jedoch nicht unter 200 km Distanz 
zuriickverfolgt werdcn, und die Welle selbst ka.nn kcinc Longitudinalwelle 
durch cine ticfere Scbicht sein. Ein Versuch, die Entstehung dicscr drei Wellen 
sowic zahlreicher a nderer Wellen (t:iblc XVII) zu dcuten, wurcle angesichts 
der auJ3erordcntlich gro13en Zahl von moglichcn reflekticrten und gcbrochenen 
sowie von Schichtgrcnzen gefiihrten Wellen nicht gemacht. Sobald die im 
Gang befindliche Ausriistung a.Iler Stationen d es Netzcs in Siidkalifornien mit 
empfindlichen kurzpcriodischen V crtikalscismometern durchgefiibrt ist, und 
Rechnungen iiber die Energieaufspalt ung a.n Unstctigkeitsfl iicben weiter ge
diehen sind, verspricht die Behandlung dieser Probleme mehr Erfolg. 

Bei cler Untersuchung der Laufzeitkurve des vcrmutlichen S ergab sicb 
keioe ana.loge Kriimmung wie bci P. Es liegt daher die Moglichkeit vor, dal3 
S voliig durch die Oberfliichenschceruogswelle Q iiberdeckt wird (table XIV). 
Die den verschiedenen P-Wellen entsprechenden Vi'ellen S,., S.,. S,,i und Sy 
sowie vereinzelt a uch vermutlich die RAYLEIGII-Welle R treten oft deutlich 
hervor (table XVI). Die Kurve for S* in Europa entspricht etwa. d er Kurve 
fiir Sy, das oft besonders kriiftig ist, wii.hrend das ebenfalls sehr krii.fti~ Sm 
in Knlifornien eine iihnliche L aufzeitkurve bat, wie sie V. CONRAD fiir S des 
Schwn.dorfer Bebcns gefunden ha.t. 

Die Herdticfc wa.r ma.kroseismisch in einigen Fallen nnch einer von 
GASSMANN (6) angegebenen Formel der GroBcnordnung nach bestimmbar. 
Der Mittelwert von 12 km (table XVIIIa.) stimmtc gut zu den a.us den Ein
trittszeiten von P a.n Nahstationen berechneten 'Verten, die 'sich um eine 
Herdtiefe von 14 km gruppieren. Aus dem mitt leren Kurvenverla.uf von P 
(table VI) ergibt sich 10 km a.ls wa.hrscheinlichst er Wert. Unter Annahme 
einer Herdtiefe von 12 km ergibt sich schlieJ3lich 14 km als Dicke der ober
sten (Graoit?-)Schicht. Ganz ahnlich wie in Europa. wiirden also auch in 
Kalifornieo die Hertle oahe der unteren Grenze der Granitscbicht liegen. 
Die a.us den P- und S-Wellen bercchneten Schichtdicken (Tabelle a.m Schlusse) 
stimmen gut miteina.nder iiberein. 

I. The seismological stations. 
The system of seismological stations in California now makes it 

possible to study local shocks with considerable accuracy in many 
cases. Records of the following stations were available for this purpose: 
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Pasadena, Seismological Laboratory, maintained and operated by 
t he Carnegie Institution of Washington and the California Institute 
of Technology as a co-operative undertaking, and its six auxiliary sta
tions at Mt. 'Wilson, Riverside, Santa Barbara, La Jolla, Tinemaha 
and Haiwee. 

The stations at Berkeley and Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton) 
operated by the University of California. 

The station at Tucson, Arizona, operated by the U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. All stations mentioned are equipped with Wood
Anderson torsion seismometers. The general direction of the instru
ments is N-S and E-W, but significant deviations from these directions 
occur in the case of torsion seismometers with short free periods; there
fore in general it is not possible to use azimuths given by the seismo
grams. The free periods of these instruments were near 0.8 sec., at all 
stations except Tucson, the magnification for short waves near 3000 
and the damping ratio nearly critical. At Tucson long period instruments 
of the same type are installed, with free periods near 10 seconds, and 
a magnification of 400- 500 for short waves. At Pasadena similar in
struments are used besides the short period type, and on many occasions 

Table I. List of stations. 

Langi-
Abbre-

Station tu de Latitude Height Foundation 
viation 

N. w. m. 

0 I 0 I 

Pasadena 34 08.9 118 10.3 295 Weathered granite p 
Mt. Wilson . 34 13.5 118 03.4 1742 Weathered granite M 
Riverside 33 59.6 117 22.4 250 Weathered granit e R 
Santa Barbar·a 34 26.6 119 42.8 100 Alluvium s 
La Jolla. 32 51.8 117 15.2 8 Consolidated detrital 

material J 
Tinemaha 37 05.7 118 15.5 1180 Basalt T 
Hai wee 36 08.2 117 58.6 1100 Loosely cemented tuff H 
Berkeley 37 52 122 16 85 Sandstone B 
Lick Obs. 37 20 121 39 1282 Feldspathic sandstone L 
Tucson 32 15 110 50 770 Sand and gravel u 
vertical seismographs and wave seismographs both of the Benioff type 
were in service*). 

*) These instruments were described at the Meeting of the Seismal. Soc. 
of America, held in Pasadena in June, 1931. The description will be published 
in the Bull. of the Seismal. Soc. of America. · 
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In table I data on the stations are given. The location of most 
of them can be seen in figure 1. The time at the stations of the group 
in southern California is in general comparable within a small fraction 
of a second, the time marks being recorded at all stations on a separate 
sheet together with dots and dashes of one broadcasting station. There
fore the travel times between these statiom, are comparable without 
reference to absolute time. At Pasadena absolute t ime signals a.re gener
ally registered three t imes a day; at Mt. Wilson (Ricfler clock), Berke
ley, and Lick Observatory once a day; at Tucson the time correction 
is kept near zero by changing the clock every day. The absolute time 
at all other stations is given by means of the radio system described 
above and the absolute times of Pasadena or Mt. Wilson, connected 
with this system. 

II. The shocks. 

The stations at Tinemaha and Haiwee were established in Sep
tember, 1929. Therefore the investigations concern shocks which have 
occurred since that date. Only those shocks were used whose epicenter 
seemed to be certain within a very few km. Table II shows data on 
the shocks used for the following investigations. 

The epicenter was found by the method which the author has used 
in some previous cases (7, 8). In general at least two pairs of stations 
can be found which have nearly the same time of arrival of P-waves. 
The velocity of these waves had been found in southern Californis by 
Woon and RICHTER (16) to be near 5.6 km. /sec. Therefore, if the P
waves arrive at one station x seconds later than at another, the second 
station will be 5.6 x km. nearer to the epicenter than the first. The 
epicenter itself is known to a first approximation either by macro
seismic data or by the time of arrival of the waves at different stations. 
We can therefore mark a point which is 5.6 x km. nearer to the epi
center than the first station, and the epicenter must be situated on 
the line which everywhere has the same distance from this point and 
the second station. A second pair of stations gives a second line, and 
their intersection a second approximat ion of the epicenter. If necessary, 
the method can now be repeated, using this better approximation 
to the epicenter. If one does not like this approximate method, he may 
construct hyperbolas, but the method described is more convenient 
and procures quicker results. Additional lines of this kind can now be 
obtained by using other pairs of stations. 



Shock I· 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 

a 
b 
e 
d 
e 
f 
g 

h 

k 

Date 

Aug. 17, 1930 
Sept. 26, 1929 
May 29, 1930. 
April 20, 1930 
Fehr. 24, 1930 
Jan. 8, 1931. 
J an. 16, 1930. 
Jan. 16, 1930. 
April 23, 1931 
April 27, 1931 

Oct. 31, 1929. 
Sept. 13, 1929 
Nov. 9, 1929 . 
Aug . 31, 1930 
May 12, 1930. 
Jan. 17, 1931. 
Aug. 18, 1930 

F eb. 23, 1931. 
April 24, 1931 
April 21, 1931 
April 29, 1931 

Longitude 

0 

35 13 
34 50 
35 30 
34 39 
34 57 
34 56 
34 11 
34 11 
35 25 
34 21 

33 38 
33 38 
35 46 
33 56 
33 12 
37 35 
34 26 

35 46 
33 46 
35 19 
34 15 

Table II. 

List of s ho cks. 

L atitude 

0 

116 51 
116 31 
117 14 
117 04 
117 02 
117 03 
116 55 
116 55 
117 36 
116 17 

118 12 
118 12 
120 28 
118 37 
116 43 
118 03 
120 11 

120 40 
118 29 
ll8 55 
118 39 

Time of origm 
(Greenw.) 

h m s 
22 07 00.3 
20 00 22.7 
7 12 16.0 
8 52 21.7 

19 55 58.1 
13 52 59.5 
0 24 33.9} 
0 34 03.6 

23 34 07.3 
23 07 58.6 

19 39 23.6 
13 23 38.2 
2 30 42.l 
0 40 36.0 

17 25 48.5 
8 07 20.6 

13 08 55.4 

10 00 39.4 
18 27 54.8 
19 26 41.5 
12 41 36.8 

F elt (r = mean radius of the shaken a.rea, 
I = max. intensity) 

No reports (Mohave Dessert) 
r of the order 200 km. 
No reports (Mohave Desert) 

do. 
do. 

A few reports ( l\fo~a ve Desert) 

{
r near 250 km ., l = 7°. E ast 
of San Bernard ino 
North of Barstow (Mohave Deser t) 
Mohave Desert (29 P alms) 

Around Epic. r = 20 km.; I = 4 ° 
do. r = 40 ,, I = 5 ° 
do. r = 60 ,, I = 4 ° 

Around Sta. l\Ionica, r = 150 km., I = 7° 
East La Jolla, r = 40 km, I = 4 ° 
Nothing known (mountains) 
West of Santa Barbara, r = 70 km, I = 5 ° 

Around Epic. r = 50 km., I = 4 ° 
do. Redondo, r = 50 ,, I = 6° 

South of Bakersfield 
A few reports near epicenter 

....... 
0 

~ 
0 
i:: 
~ 
0 
::i 
0-
(t) .... 
CJ~ 
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In the following investigations only shocks were used whose epi
centers could be found by this method. Therefore table II does not 

Fig. 1. Seismological sta tions (dots) and epicenters of earthquakes (lette1·ed 
circles) in Southern California used in this paper. 

contain all the larger shocks which have occurred in southern California 
since September, 1929. Shocks with an epicenter near the Mexican 
border, shocks northwest of Santa Barbara, and most shocks near La 
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Jolla and near Santa Barba.ra could not be used, because in these Ca!;ieS 
the other stations did not give sufficient data to use this method or 
because the intersections of the various lines mentioned above were 
very flat and not sharp. Finally, in some cases either the seismograms 
themselves or the time signals were disturbed and therefore sufficient 
data were not available. 

The error created by the assumption of a velocity of 5.6 km. /sec. 
for the P-waves is not very great. Even if the two stations used were 
to show a difference of 10 seconds in the arrival of t he waves and if 
the velocity of 5.6 km. /sec. were in error by 0.2 km. /sec., the second 
point would have been miscalculated by only 2 km.; and if the two 
points used were on opposite sides of the epicenter, the location found 
by the method would be in error by only 1 km. 

Another difficulty arises from the fact that sometimes the P-waves 
are not very sharp or not recognizable at all. In such cases the shocks 
were not used if the data from the other stations were insufficient for 
good results for the epicenters. All shocks finally used are given in table II. 
The position of the epicenters is shown in figure 1. 

Ta ble III. Calcu l a tion of e pic e nt e rs and origin times. 

The epicenters are indicated by the letters as given in table II, the 
abbreviations of the stations as given in table I. For every shock the 
first letter gives the station, the following numbers the minutes and seconds 
of beginning of the }>.phase. From t hese the epicenters were calculated as 
shown in the text. For example, in the case of shock A it was assumed 
that Haiwee was 1. 7 x 5.6 km. nearer to the epicenter than Riverside and 
4.4 x 5.6 km. nearer than Pasadena, and that La J olla was 2.9 x 5.6 km. 
nearer than Santa Barbara. Using the coordinates of t he epicenters found 
by these data, the distances of the va.rious st ations were calculated . They 
are given in km. Then t he travel time curve of the ]>.waves was calculated 
as shown in chapter III, and from these values and the time of arrival 
of the P -waves the time of origin as given in table II was calculated. The 
differences between the calculated and the observed times of arrival of the 
P -waves are given in the last colu~n of the following table. 

In each case the velocity of the P-waves was then calculated, the 
best available epicenter being used. The values found varied within 
the limits of error, between 5.4 and 5.8 km./sec. But as we shall 
see, there was no reason to assume that this velocity depends upon 
the region passed over by the waves. On the other band, the apparent 
velocity of the P-waves is affected by the depth of focus, by the cur
vature of the earth and by the increase of velocity with depth. To 
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Table III. Calculation of epicenters and origin times. 

Station I Time o~ arrival of PI Distance P obs.-calc. sec. 
Shock min sec. km. (first approximation) 

A H 07 25.3 140 -0.3 
R 27.0 146 +0.1 
p 30.7 173 - 0.8 
J 48.1 263 +0.4 
s 51.0 278 +0 .6 

B R 00 45.2 122 +o.3 
M 52.3 157 + 1.2 
p 53.0 171 + 0 .1 
J 01 02.4· 226 - 1.0 
T 15.3 291 + 0.2 
s 15.5 295 -0.3 

c M 12 46.0 163 +0.5 
R 46.8 170 + 0.1 
p 47.4 176 - 0.3 
T 51.0 194 + 0.1 
s 13 02.1 257 -0.2 
J 08.6 292 0.0 

D M 52 40.8 103 +0.3 
p 42.6 117 -0.4 
H 54.6 181 + o.3 
J 56.8 197 - 0.4 
s 53 05.8 245 -0.1 

E R 56 18.1 111 -0.2 
M 21.2 124 +0.5 
p 23.0 139 -0.3 
H 25.9 155 -0.1 

F R 53 19.2 109 -0.1 
p 24.4 137 +0.1 
H 27.6 155 0.0 
s 44.9 253 -0.2 
T 46.4 262 - 0.3 

G R 24 42.6 48 -0.4 
M 53.4 106 +0.1 
p 55.0 118 -0.4 
H 25 15.4 230 0.0 
L 26 12.2 554 -0.2 

H R 34 12.5 48 +0.1 
M 22.8 106 -0.l 
p 24.9 118 -0.1 
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Shock I Station 

H H 
L 

J M 
p 

T 
R 
s 
J 

K R 
M 
p 
J 
H 
s 

a p 
R 
J 
s 
H 
T 

b R 
J 
s 
T 

c s 
L 
H 
T 
p 
l\1 
R 

d p 
s 
R 
J 
H 
L 
B 

c J 
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Table III (Continued). 

I 
Time of ~rrival of Pl Dist ance 

min. sec. km. 

44.5 230 
35 43.6 554 

34 37.6 166 
39.2 178 
39.9 179 
40.3 179 
51.9 250 

35 01.2 302 

08 19.8 llO 
29.1 170 
30.5 180 
31.9 186 
43.6 249 
56.4 320 

39 34.0 54 
39.0 86 
47.9 123 
53.4 165 

40 12.4 274 
32.4 378 

23 53.5 86 
24 00.5 123 

08.5 165 
47.4 378 

31 11.7 168 
17.5 201 
24.7 235 
27.3 248 
32.4 276 
33.l 280 
43.8 347 

40 44.9 46 
56.5 ll3 
57.1 ll7 

41 07.7 176 
20.2 247 

42 00.2 462 
12.9 541 

26 00.4 557 

P obs .- calc. sec. 
(first approximation) 

-0.5 
+ I.6 

+ 0.3 
-0.2 
+ o.3 
+ 0.7 
- 0.5 
- 0.5 

+ 1.2 
-0.2 
- 0.6 
- 0.3 
+ 0.3 
+ 0.3 

+ o.3 
- 1.9 
+ 1.9 

0.0 
- 0.6 
+ 0.9 

- 2.0 
- 0.l 
+0.5 
+ 1.3 

-0.8 
-0.8 
+ o.3 
+ 0.5 
+ 0.7 
+ o.6 
- 0.7 

+ 0.2 
- 0.1 
- 0.2 

0.0 
-0.3 
+ 1.3 
+ 0.2 

+ 0.2 
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Ta ble III (Continued). 

Shock I Station I 
Time of ~rrival of PI Distance I P obs.-cale. see. 

mm. sec. km. (first approximation) 
= 

e R 08.7 108 + 0.5 
p 18.8 178 - 0.7 
s 45.0 308 + 1.1 
'I' 27 13.5 454 0.0 

f T 07 31.7 59 - 0.9 
H 50.1 162 + 0.3 
L OS 16.6 317 + 1.0 
B 27.S 370 +0. 7 
s 28.2 "381 - 0.8 
p 30.0 381 + 1.0 
R 31.7 403 - 1.3 

g s 09 04.0 45 + 0.1 
p 29.4 188 + 0 .2 
R 43.8 267 + 0 .3 
H 45.5 279 - 0.2 
J 54.0 324 + 0.1 
L 57.3 346 - 0.4 

h s 01 11.2 175 + 0.3 
L 13.1 191 - 0.7 
H 23.9 244 + 0.5 
B 27.5 268 - 0.2 
p 30.0 288 - 0.3 
R 44.7 362 0.0 

i p 28 09.2 49 - 0.l 
M 11.6 63 - 0.1 
R 12.9 108 - 1.5 
s 19.0 132 + 0.3 
J 22.9 153 + 0.5 
T 29 01.4 366 +0.7 

k s 27 04.0 124 0.0 
1\I 08.0 144 + 0.4 
p 07.7 145 0.0 
R 17.3 204 - 1.0 
T 18.0 205 -0.4 

I p 41 45.2 44 + 0.1 
M 46.7 54 - 0.l 
s 54.9 100 - 0.1 
R 58.5 123 - 0.7 
J 42 13.6 200 + o.8 
H 15.6 216 - 0.1 
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Table IV. 
Seismograms used for investigation of travel times. The first letter refers 
to the station (table I), the second t o the shock (table II), the distance is 

given in km. 

Pl 44 RE 111 Hf 162 JD 197 Pc 276 Pf 381 
Sg 45 Sd 113 MC 163 JI 200 SA 278 Rf 403 
Pd 46 Rd 117 Sa 165 Le 201 Hg 279 LJ 424 
RG 48 PD 117 Sb 165 Rk 204 Mc 280 LC 442 
RH 48 PG 117 MJ 166 Tk 205 Be 281 Te 454 
Pi 49 PH 117 Sc 168 HI 216 Ph 288 Ld 462 
P a 54 RB 122 Me 169 JB 226 TJ3 291 Li 487 
Pb 54 Ja 123 MK 170 HH 230 JC 292 LA 489 " 
Ml 54 RI 123 RC 170 HG 230 SB 295 BJ 500 
Je 57 Jb 123 PB 171 He 235 JJ 302 Jf 525 
Tf 59 ME 124 Pe 172 Hh 244 Se 308 LB 539 
Mi 63 Sk 124 PA 173 Hd 247 Lf 317 Bd 541 
Mb 64 Si 132 Sh 175 HK 249 SK 320 LG 554 
Ra 86 PF 137 Jcl 176 Tc 249 Jg 324 LH 554 
Rb 86 PE 139 PJ 178 SJ 250 Td 346 Ue 555 
SI 100 HA 140 RJ 179 SF 253 Lg 346 UG 60Q 
MD 103 Mk 144 TJ 179 Th 254 Re 347 UH 600 
MG 106 Pk 145 PK 180 SC 257 Rh 362 UB 606 
MH 106 RA 146 HD 181 TF 262 Ti 366 BB 612 
Ri 108 Ji 153 JK 186 JA 263 Bf 370 UA 640 
Re 108 HE 155 Pg 188 Rg 267 Ta 378 BG 641 
RF 109 HF 155 Lh 191 Bh 268 Tb 378 UC 687 
RK 110 MB 157 TC 194 Ha 274 Sf 381 Ud 744 

eliminate minor errors caused by these factors, the travel time curve 
of the P -waves was constructed, the above-mentioned data (table III) 
being used; t hen the whole method was repeated in the case of each 
shock, but this time the velocity given by the travel time curve at the 
distance of each particular case was applied, instead of a velocity of 
5.6 km. /sec. The results obtained by using this better approximation 
did not differ very much from the previous ones, and when the whole 
method was again repeated t he final results did not differ from those 
previously obtained. . 

Using the travel time curve of the P-waves which we shall discuss 
later, we can now find also the origin time. The final values used in the 
calculation are given in table II. 

With these epicenters and origin t imes the travel times for all 
measured phases were calculated. Table IV contains an enumeration 
of the seismograms used. Every record has a symbol of two .letters the 
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first of which refers to the station (abbreviation in table I), the second 
to the shock (table II). For example HE means shock E (February 24, 
1930), registered at Haiwee. The shocks marked by capitals occurred 
iri. the Mohave Desert or in the mountains surrounding it. Shocks from 
other regions (especially near the coast and from the Coast Ranges) 
are indicated by small letters. 

ill. The P-waves. 
On all seismograms listed in table IV the times of arrival of all 

mark~d impulses and of apparent changes in motion were measured. 
Since all stations in California have drum velocities corresponding to 
a length of one minute of 60 mm., so that 1 mm. in the seismogram 
equals 1 second, one tenth of a second can easily be ,,read. Only at 
Tucson 1 mm. corresponds to 2 seconds. Besides, most of the seismo
grams were enlarged, usually two or three times, and all phases were 
read on these enlargements. The differences between all readings of 
the same phase were in general less than 1 / 4 second in the case of 
P-waves at distances less than 250 km., and less than 1 / 2 second in 
most other cases. At very great distances the beginning of all phases 
is in general less precise. As mentioned before, the time of the southern 

Table V. 
Apparent velocity of the P -waves. Shocks lettered as in table II. Velocity 

in km./sec. 

Mohave shocks 

A 5.4 G 5.6 
B 5.6 H 5.7 
c 5.7 J 5.7 
D 5.6 K 5.7 
F 5.6 

a 5.5 
b 5.5 
c 5.6 
d 5.5 

Other shocks 

e 5.5 
f 5.5 
g 5.7 
h 5.6 

i 5.5 
k 5.8 
l 5.6 

California stations relative to t hat at Pasadena station is in general 
correct within a few tenths of a second. 

By using the epicenters given in table II and the corresponding 
distances for every shock, the apparent velocity of the .P-waves was 
calculated. For this purpose only waves from distances between 100 
and 400 km. (as far as available) were used, because at distances of 
less than 100 km. the depth of focus might affect the result too much , 
while at distances over 400 'km., and in some cases at still shorter 
distances, the P-waves were rather indefinite or not recognizable at 
all. Table V shows the result. All values are between 5.4 and 5.8 km. /sec. 

Gcrlands Bcitriige zur Gcophysik. 35. 2 
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Table VI. 
Observed travel times of the P-waves minus distance/5.55. The first column 
indicates the seismogram as in table IV, the second the distance LI in km. 

and the third the difference P obs. - 5~- · 
.oo 

. Pl 44 + 0.5 
Sg 45 + 0.5 
Pd 46 + 0.6 
Pf 49 + 0.3 
Md 54 + 0.2 
Pa 54 + 0.7 
Je 57 + 0.6 
Tf 59 -0.6 
Mi 63 + 0.,2 
Ra 86 - 0.6 
Rb 86 + 0.7 

RG 48 + 0.0 
RH 48 + 0.3 

Mean + 0.3 

SL 100 + 0.1 
Re 108 + 0.7 
Ri 108 - 1.3 
Sd 113 + 0.1 
Rd 117 o.o 
RI 123 - 0.5 
Ja 123 + 2.1 
Jb 123 + 0.1 
Sk 124 + 0.2 
Si 132 + 0.4 
Mk 144 + 0.5 
Pk 145 + 0.1 
Ji 153 + 0.5 
Hf 162 + 0.4 
Sa 165 + 0.1 
Sb 165 + 0.6 
Sc 168 - 0.7 
P e 172 - 0.7 

Sh 175 + 0.3 
Jd 176 + 0.0 
Pg 188 + 0.2 
Lh 191 - 0.7 

Mean + 0.1 

MD 103 + 0.5 
MG 106 + 0.3 
MH 106 + 0.1 
RF 109 + 0.1 
RK 109 + 1.4 
RE 111 0.0 
PD 117 - 0 .2 
PG 118 - 0 .2 
PH 118 + 0.1 
RB 122 + 0.5 
ME 124 + 0.7 
PF 137 + 0.2 
PE 139 - 0.2 
HA 140 -0.3 
RA 146 + 0.1 
HE 155 0.0 
HF 155 + 0.1 
MB 157 + 1.3 
MC 163 + 0.6 
MJ 166 + 0.3 
RC 170 + 0.2 
MK 170 - 0.1 
PB 171 + 0.1 
PA 173 - 0.8 
PC 176 - 0.3 
PJ 178 - 0.2 
TJ 179 + 0.3" 

RJ 179 + 0.7 
PK 180 - 0.5 
HD 181 + 0.3 
SK 186 - 0.2 
TC 194 + 0.1 
JD 197 - 0.4 

Mean + 0.1 

JI 200 + 0.8 
Le 201 -0.8 
Tk 205 -0.4 
HI 216 - 0.1 
He 235 + 0.3 
HI 244 + 0.5 
lid 247 - 0.3 
Tc 248 + 0.5 
Rg 267 + 0.3 
Bh 268 -0.2 
Ha 274 - 0.6 
P c 276 + 0.7 
Hg 279 - 0.2 
Mc 280 + 0.6 
Ph 288 - 0.3 

Mean + 0.1 

JB 226 - 1.0 
HG 230 0.0 
HH 230 - 0.5 
SD 245 - 0. 1 
HK 249 + 0.2 
SJ 250 - 0.5 
SF 253 - 0.2 
Sc 257 - 0.2 
TF 262 - 0.3 

JA 263 + 0.4 
SA 278 + 0.6 
TB 291 + 0.2 
J C 292 0.0 
SB 295 - 1.1 

Mean -0.2 

JJ 302 -0.5 
Se 308 + l.O 
Lf 317 + 1.0 
JK 320 + 0.2 
Lg 346 - 0.5 
Re 347 - 0.8 
Rh 362 0.0 
Ti 366 + 0.8 
Bf 370 + 0.6 
Ta 378 + 0.7 
Tb 378 + 1.1 
Sf 381 - 1.0 
Pf 381 + 0.8 
Rf 403 - l.5 
LJ 424 - 0.6 
LC 442 - 2.1 
Te 454 - 0.8 
Ld 462 + 0.9 

Mean - 0.0 

BJ 500 - 2.2 
Bd 541 - 0.6 
LG 554 - 1.7 
LH 554 + 0.1 
Ue 555 - · l.4 
UB 606 - 1.6 

Mean - 1.2 

The mean value is somewhat less than 5.6 in t he case of shocks near 
the coast and somewhat more than 5.6 km. /sec. in the Mohave shocks. 
This small difference - if it exists at all - may be caused by sedi
mentary layers near some parts of the coast. In fact, some seismograms 
of shocks near the coast show at short distances (about 50 km.) a small 
wave preceding the sharp beginning by a very few tenths of a second, 
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which indicates a layer that does not exist more distant from the coast. 
The seismograms available are not sufficient to furnish details. On. 
the other hand, the apparent velocity of the P -waves is generally some
what higher at great distances, due to the earth's curvature and the 
increase of velocity with depth. In order to find this effect, as well 
as the effect of the depth of focus, the difference between the observed 
travel t imes (time of arrival of P minus calculated t ime of origin) and 
the value distance (km.) divided by 5.55 was calculated. I t was found, 
as expected, that at short distances the waves arrived too late, and 
at long distances too early, as compared with the given constant velo
city (fig. 7). A mean cmve was drawn through the observed differences, 
and using the travel times corrected by this curve, the origin t imes 
of the various shocks were calculated again. The corrections were in 
general less than 1 / 2 second. No correction of the epicenter seemed 
necessary. The origin t imes found by this procedure are given in table II. 
Then the travel times of the P -waves were calculated again. Their 
deviations from the value distance /5.55 are shown in table VI. For 
distances between 100 and 300 km. the Mohave shocks were treated 
separately from the other shocks. It v;rill be recognized that between 
100 and 200 km. there is no difference. At longer distances the P-wavcs 
from Mohave shocks arrived some tenths of a second sooner than from 
the others, the difference, however, being within the limits of error. 

The principal result of table VI is that at distances between 44 
and 86 km. the waves arrived in general 0.3 seconds earlier than would 
correspond to an apparent velocity of 5.55 km. /sec. Between 100 and 
200 km. this difference decreased to a mean of 0.1 second; in the 
following interval the difference was practically zero; at distances over 
400 km. the difference was nearly always negative and the mean passed 
below -1.0 seconds between 500 and 600 km. The values themselves 
are not very precise at such great distances, as the beginning of the 
P-waves becomes less distinct at distances over 400 km. At distances 
over 606 km. the P-wave disappeared entirely. The most distant wave 
of this kind corresponds to tbc wave wbich at its deepest point touches 
the second layer. It is therefore not possible to calculate any absorp
tion coefficient for the granitic layer, due to the fact that no P-waves 
are recognizable at large distances. Neither can the depth of this second 
layer be found from these data, as the curvatlll'e of the wave paths 
caused by the increas~ of velocity with depth is not known well 
enough for such calculation. 

2* 
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The most probable values of the travel times of P in southern 
California are given in table VII where, besides, the observed differ
ences between these times and the times corresponding to an apparent 
velocity of 5.55 km. /sec. are compared with the corresponding values 
of the travel time curves of A. MoHOROVICic for different depths of 
focus (13). It can be seen that our curve, far within the limits of error, 
has the same shape as the curve of l\foHOROVIcic for a depth of focus 
of 10 km., which was interpolated from two curves given in table VII. 

IV. P,. and P,,,. 
Beginning at a distance of somewhat over 100 km. the first waves 

of the seismograms are the normal longitudinal waves. Since only a· 
very small amount of energy reaches the surface of the earth in this 
way, as pointed out in previous investigations, these P,1-waves are 
very small. The travel t imes (calculated from the observed times of 
arrival of P

11 
and the origin times as given in table II) are shown in 

table VIII. To find an analytic expression for the travel time curve 
of these waves (and also in the case of all following waves) a straight 
line was assumed as a first approximation, which fitted some of the 
observations at very short distances and some at very long distances. 
The differences between this line and the observed points were cal
culated, then from these the mean difference for each interval of 
100 km., and with the value::; thus found a second approximation was 
tried. Where necessary, the whole procedure was repeated. In each 
case (except P) it was possible to fit the data assuming that the travel 
time curve was a straight line. The best approximation to the travel 

time of P11 was given by 5.8 + 
7 
~4-

Ll 

km. 

0 
50 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 

Table VIL Travel times t of P -waves. 

Travel times minus (distance/5.55) 
according to l\1o110Rov1Ci6 I S. California 

h=Okm. lOkm.(interpol.}I 25 km. obs. (table VI) 

0.0 1.8 4.5 
0.1 0.4 0.9 0.4 
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 
0.1 0.0 -0.l 0.0 
0.0 - 0.2 - 0.4 - 0.l 

- 0.3 - 0.5 - 0.8 - 0.2 
- 0.5 - 0.7 - 1.1 -0.5 
- 0.8 - 1.2 -1.8 (- 1.5) 

Probable values 
of t, Southern 

California 

9.4 
18.2 
36.0 
53.9 
71.9 
89.6 

(106.6) 

! 
l 
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Table VIII. 
Observed travel times t of P,. and differences D of these values minus 

(5.8 + 7~4) . 
List of diagrams as in t able IV. 

Diagr. LI 
I 

t I D IDiagr. I LI 
I 

t 
I 

D 

Sd 113 20.0 0.0 TC 194 31.3 + LO 
Rd 117 20.7 + 0.1 Le 201 31.2 0.0 
PD 117 20.6 0.0 HG 230 34.5 - 0.3 
PG 118 20.3 - 0.4 HH 230 35.2 + 0.6 
PH 118 20.6 -0.1 He 235 36.1 + 0.7 
Jb 123 20.7 -0.6 Hh 244 35.7 - 0.9 
Sk 124 21.8 + 0.4 Hd 247 37.5 + 0.6 
ME 124 21.4 0.0 Tc 248 37.5 + 0.4 
Si 132 23.0 + 0.6 Bh 268 38.l - 1.5 
PF 137 23.1 0.0 Ha 274 38.8 - 1.5 
PE 139 23.7 + 0.4 Pc 276 41.1 + 0.5 
Ji 153 26.l + 1.0 Hg 279 42.1 + 1.1 
HE 155 25.4 + 0.1 MC 280 40.9 -0.2 
HF 155 26.0 + 0.7 Ph 288 41.3 -0.8 
MB 157 25.4 - 0.2 TB 291 42.7 + 0.2 
Sa 165 26.5 - 0.1 Re 347 48.9 - 0.6 
Sb 165 26) -0.5 Ta 378 52.6 - 0.8 
Sc 168 21:1 + 0.1 Ld 462 64.5 + 0.5 
RC 170 28.4 + 1.2 LB 539 73.8 + 0.1 
Sh 175 27.4 -0.4 LG 554 76 - 0.4 
Pg 188 29.5 0.0 LH 554 75 + 0.6 
Lh 191 29.5 - OA 

Table IX. 
Travel times of P11 and difference in the travel times of P and P,. according 

to various investigations. 

Travel Difference P-P,. 
LI time 

S. Calif. S. Calif. S. Germ. Schwa- I Tauern 
Kulpatal Tajima 

km. GUTEN- GUTEN- GUTEN- dorf l\foHORO· l\IATU-
CONRAD 

CONRAD 
v1c16 BERG BERG BERG ZAWA 

100 (18.4) -0.2 - - - - -
200 31.0 5.0 2.9 2.2 2.8 1.6 4.0 
300 43.6 10.3 8.7 8.3 8.0 7.0 8.2 
400 56.2 15.7 13.8 12.8 12.9 . 12.0 12.5 
500 68.8 20.8 18.6 18.6 17.6 16.6 16.7 
600 81.4 25.2 22.8 22.7 22.2 - 20.3 

Caucasus (N. W. RAJKO): LI =300 km., P-P,. = 8.1 sec. (average). 
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In other regions t he following values had been found: 

Schwadorf (Austria ) by CONRAD (assuming a depth of focus of 28 km.) 

9+~ 
8.12 

Tauern (Alps) by CONRAD 

8 3 L1 
T + 7.83 

Kulpatal (Jugoslavia) by A. MoH0Rov1cr6 

g l +~ 
2 7.9 

South Germany by GUTENBERG 

9 l+~ 
2 8.2 

The first, constant term of all t hese values is rather uncertain, as 
it depends upon the supposed depth of focus. Nevertheless it is quite 
evident that in our region the P

11
-waves arrive earlier than in the other 

regions considered above. Values between t hose given for California 
and t he others cited above seem to have occurred in England, as found 
by JEFFREYS, but his data were not sufficient t o calculate a definite 
depth of focus. 

To a void t he error caused by the uncertain depth of focus, in 
table IX t he time differences between P and P

11 
are given for California 

and some other regions. From these dat a it is quite evident that the 
P

11
-waves actually arrive earlier in California than in any other country 

considered in table IX. We shall consider these results when dealing 
'vith t he thickness of the layers and the depth of focus. 

In figure 2 t he t ime difference P- P
11 

is P,lotted against the distance 
for the shocks available. The distance, at which t he two travel time 
curves intersect , is approximately 150 km. in Europe but only some
what over . 100 km. in California. 

ViThen investigating the Schwadorf (Austria) eart hquake, V. CON
RAD (4) fo1md t hat there was a phase a few seconds after the P

11
-wave. 

He called it Px and stated t hat in the travel t ime curves of the South 
German shocks in 1911 and 1913 corresponding travel times had also 
been found by GUTENBERG. In many of our seismograms this P x-wave 
is very distinct at distances over 200 km. As can be seen from the 
curves reproduced in figure 11, the wave is in general larger than P,., 
and in some cases at very great dist ances the P,.-wave undoubtedly 
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was too small to be found, while the P .,-wave could be seen distinctly. 
Similar results have been found by CONRAD. 

In table X the observed travel times of t he P .,-wave and the ob
served time differences P., - P,. are given. The t ravel t ime of P., cor-

Fig. 2. Travel-time difference P-P., in different countries. 

responds within the limits of error, as shown in t he last column of 
LI 

table X, to the equation t = 4.9 + 
7

.
60 

_where LI (as throughout this investigation) is measured in km. and t 
in seconds. CoNRAD's corresponding equation for Schwadorf, Austria 
(if we assume again a focal depth of 28 km.) is 

LI 
t = 9.7 + 7.87" 

The time difference P.,-P,. is given by -0.9 + 0.0056 LI in California 
and by 0.7 + 0.004 LI, according to CONRAD, for the Schwadorf quake. 

Table XI shows the mean travel times of t he P .,-wave in California, 
the mean time differences P., - P,. and the corresponding values found 
by CONRAD. 
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V. Other waves between P,. and P. 
Between P,. and P there are some other well-marked phases. They 

can be divided into two classes : waves of the first class are well marked 
at short distances. They are visible when their travel times are less 
t han t he travel t imes of P. At shorter distances they can sometimes 
be seen beyond P, but the strong motions caused by P generally prevent 
a precise beginning of these phases in the records. They decrease with 
increasing distance and disappear at distances of a few hundred km., 
sinlilar to P. From every point of view, it seems probable that _these 
wav~s are longitudinal waves through deeper layers. Only in a few 
cases were seismograms of a vertical component available, and· they 
all show that these waves have a rather large vertical component 
(fig. 8). 

Table X. 
Travel times t of P.,, observed t ime differences P z- P,. and difference observed

calculated travel times. 

Shock I Dist. I Pz-P,1 It - (4.9 + tJ./7.6) 

He 235 36.7 0.6 +l.l 
Hd 247 38.0 0.5 - 0.4 
Tc 248 37.8 0.3 - 0.7 
Th 254 ? 0.8 ? 
Mc 280 40.4 0.5 -1.4 
Ph 288 42.1 0.8 -0.7 
TB 291 43.7 1.0 + 0.5 
SB 295 44.2 ? + 0.5 
Lg 346 50.9 1.4 + 0.5 
Bf 370 53.7 ? + 0.1 
Pf 381 54.8 ? - 0.2 
Te 454 64.2 ? - 0.4 
Ld 462 66.8 2.3 +l.l 
LB 539 75.6 1.8 + 0.7 

Table XI. 
Mean travel times t of Pz, mean observed values Pz-P

11 
and corresponding 

values found by V. CONRAD with respect to the Schwadorf (Austria)-shock. 

Distance Pz-P,1 (sec.) 
km. sec. Ca.lifornia I Austria 

200 31.2 0.2 (1.4) 
300 44.4 0.8 1.8 
400 57.5 1.4 2.2 
500 70.7 1.9 2.6 
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Table XII. 
Tr11vel times of Pm and Py in 'California, differences as a.gainst the t ravel 

time of P,. and travel time differences P*-P,. in other regions. 

- Europe 
Travel time California Schwadorf 

Distance P*- P,. P*-Pn 

km. 

I 
sec. 

P,,. Py P,,.-P,. I PY~.P,. 
sec. 

CONRAD GUTEN-
sec. sec. sec. sec. l3ERG 

100 (18.5) 17.8 (0.1) I - - -

200 33.2 34.4 2.2 3.4 - 1 

300 47.8 50.9 4.2 7.3 4.0 4 

400 62.5 67.5 6.3 11.3 7.2 7 

500 77. l 84.0 8.3 15.2 10.4 10 ..._ 

600 91.8 100.5 10.4 19.l 13.6 12 

Table XIII. 
Travel times of a, b and c in Southern California . 

Dist ance Travel time of 
km. a b I c 

250 38.2 42.4 43.5 
300 45.3 50.0 51.8 
4.00 59.4 65.3 68.7 
500 73.4 80.5 85.5 
600 87.5 95.8 102.4 
700 101.6 111.l 119.3 

The second class of waves between P,. and P is noticed especially 
at greater distances. I t therefore is quite probable that they are not 
caused by a layer but by some other factor. 

In the seismograms of the California shocks two kinds of waves 
of the first class could be found - they were marked P,,. and PY -
and three kinds of the second class - they were called a, b and c. The 
time differences of all these waves compared with P,. are plotted in 
figure 3. 

As stated before, the only well-marked waves at distances less 
than 300 km. are · Pm and Py· In figure 4 the mean time differences of 
these two waves compared with P,. are plotted, together with the 
observed time differences of P* - P,. in Europe. It will be noticed 
that P,,. seems to correspond to P* in Europe, but there· are also some 
points of P* or other phases (without symbol by the investigator) 
corresponding to our PY. 
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300 1/00 500 - L1 600 km 

• 

P-Pn. x P-a,} 
zq P-Pmo ~-b • ~~~~-1-~~~~--1~~~~~+-~~_,,~_, 

sec ii-Py+ P-c 

x 

100 zoo JOO 1/00 500 -LI 600k 

Fig. 3. Differences in travel-t imes between P and other waves arriving ea.rlier. 
Southern California. 

The equations of the travel times of these two waves are 
LI 

Pm: t = 3.9 + 6.83 

LI 
Pv: t = 1.3 + 6.05' 

so that the apparent velocities arc 6.83 and 6.05 km. /sec., respectively. 
The corresponding values found in other countries for P* are 

South Germany 1911 
Ta uern (Alps) 
J ersey (England) 
Herfordshire (England) 

Gun:NnERG 7.1 km. /sec. 
CONRAD 6.29 
JEFFREYS 6.3 

6.3 
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Schwadorf (Austria) CONRAD 

South Germany (mean) GUTENBERG 

6.47 km.jsec. 
6.5 

27 

North Germany (explosion) BROCKAllIP 

J apan, different investigations 
6.9 (upper layer 5.9-6.l) 
6- 61/ 4• 

From a comparison of these values it seems quite evident t hat some 
of them correspond to our values of P

111 
and others to P

11
• In some 

instances the two waves may have been treated jointly, and a mean 
travel time curve may have been found. 

The velocities found in North Germany by explosions (2) correspond 
also very well to the values found in California for P,111 and P

11
• There-

P*-P. n • 
sec 
101--4.---1-~~~-+-~.+.;i..<--=1--~--..--1-~~~ 

51--~1--~---"'--lf--:;;~:...._~~.-=~&~ou~~~-~a"~~m-a-riy~t~'911~-~m~~ 

• = Ta11ern (Conrdd) 

zoo JOO 

x = fngland (Jeffreys} 
+= Si:hwadorf(Conrad) 
o = ,, " (olher hase$) 

1/()0 ~Llkm 600 

Fig. 4. Observed differences in travel-times P*-P,, in Europe, and mean 
observed curves P

11
-P,. and P,,. - P11 in California. 

fore it seems quite probable that in North Germany the upper layer, 
with a velocity of 5.5 km. /sec., is ent irely absent and that the P there 
corresponds to our PY, and the wave following P there to our P,w 

In table XII the travel t imes of P,,. and PY and their differences 
from P,. are given, as well as the differences P* - P,. as found in 
Europe. 

The second class of phases between P and P,. is especially well 
marked at long distances . . In figure 3 t hey are marked by dots. Re
garding this figure it sometimes seems rather arbitrary to decide 
whether we have a wave of t his kind or one of the waves mentioned 
before. But the llSe of seismograms generally makes it possible to deter
mine with certainty the kind of waves occurring in a given case. At 
short distances there a.re in general only P,,. and PY-waves, at very 
long distances only the other waves are conspicuous. Three kinds of 
such waves were marked. They were called a, b and c. Their travel 
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times t could be expressed by the following formulas (the corresponding 
straight lines are drawn in figure 3): 

LI 
a) t = 3.0 + 7.10 

LI 
b) t = 4.3 + 6.56 

LI 
c) t=l.4+5.94 

The most striking of these waves is ci. Its travel times cor. 
respond very well to those .found by STONELEY (15) in many shocks, 
especially in Europe, ·with travel times given by 

LI 
t=2.5+ 7.0. 

In our case as well as in shocks considered by STONELEY all ob. 
servi1tions relate to distances of a few 100 km. STONELEY bad no 
seismographic observations from distances less t han 300 km. But our 
16 seismograms relating to distances between 86 and 117 Inn. show 
distinctly that the straight line given by equation a can not be traced 
back nearer than 120 km. , as t he a-wave must arrive there l1 / 2- 2 seconds 
before the first P-waves arrive, but undoubtedly no movement can be 
found there. The wave found by STONELEY in European seismograms 
must also be the first one at these distances, if his equation is correct. 
But in the case of the South German shock also no wave of this kind 
was registered, although the seismograms show very large amplitude. 
at these distances. From t his it must be concluded that the a-wave 
either begins at a greater distance, or its travel time curve is not a 
straight line. In either case the wave can not be a longitudinal wave 
that passed a deeper layer, but it must have been caused in some 
other way, as yet unknown to us. T11C same holds in the case of the 
b- and c-waves, which also are very small at short distances, but 
increase slightly with distance. These two waves are, moreover, less 
definite. 

VI. S-waves and 'surface waves. 

As stated before, it is sometimes rather difficult to decide to which 
kind of waves a certain phase in the region of the longitudinal waves 
belongs. This difficulty is even greater in the region of the S-waves, 
on account of the greater number of reflected and refracted waves as 
well as surface waves the!:e. According to the theory given by NAKANO, 
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we roust, a·t short distances, observe the surface shear-wave (Q-wave, 
Love wave) earlier than the S-wave. The distance at which the two 
travel tirne curves intersect , depends upon the depth of focus (8, 9). In 
any case the travel time curves of these two waves must be very close 
together. Assuming a 12 km. depth of focus and the observed velocities 
of longitudinal and transversal waves, we obtain theoretically the follow
ing differences between the arrival of the Q-waves and the S -waves: 

Distance 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 km. 

Q-S - 0.8 - 0.3 +O.l +0.5 + 1.1 + 1.7 +2.5 sec. 

Table XIV. 

Observed travel times of the Q-(S - ) waves and differences Q - LI /3.23. 
Column 1 indicat es the diagram as in table IV, Col. 2 t he distance in km., 
Col. 3 the travel time and Col. 4 t he difference observed minus calculat ed time. 

Pl 44 14.2 + 0.6 PE 139 42.6 - 0.4 Tc 248 78.4 + 1.6 
Sg 45 14.2 + o.3 HA 140 44.3 +o.9 SJ 250 78.6 + i.2 
Pd 46 14.0 - 0.2 RA ·146 44.5 - 0.7 SF 253 78.7 + 0.4 
RG 48 15.8 + o.9 HE 155 48.3 +0.3 SC 257 79.2 - 0.4 
RH 48 16.0 + 1.1 HF 155 48.5 + 0.5 TF 262 80.9 - 0.2 
Pi 49 14.5 - 0.7 Mc 163 51.1 + 0.6 JA 263 82.0 + o.6 
Pb 54 15.6 - 1.0 Sa 165 5L3 + 0.2 Bh 268 83.9 + 0.9 
Ml 54 16.1 . - 0.5 Sb 165 5L7 + 0.7 Ha 274 84.1 - 0.7 
Je 57 17.0 - 0.5 MK 170 5L3 -L3 SA 278 86. l +o.o 
Tf 59 17.4 - 0.9 Re 170 52.3 - 0.4 Ph 288 90.2 + 0.9 
Mi 63 20.3 + o.8 Pe 172 53.l - 0.2 JJ 302 . 93.4 + 0.2 
Ra 86 26.4 - 0.2 PA 173 54.1 + 0.5 Se 308 95.3 - 0.l 
Rb 86 26.3 - 0.3 Sh 175 54.7 + 0.5 Lf 317 99.0 + o.8 
SI 100 31.5 +0.5 Jd 176 54.4 - 0.l SK 320 98.2 - LO 
MD 103 32.9 +LO PJ 178 55.3 + 0. 1 Re 347 107.7 +0.3 
MG 106 33.8 + LO TJ 179 54.4 - 0.9 Bf 370 114.7 + 0. 1 
MH 106 32.7 -0. l RJ 179 54.l - L3 Ta 378 115.8 - L2 
Re 108 34.5 + LO PK 180 54.7 -LO Tb 378 116.8 - 0.2 
RF 109 33.3 - 0.5 HD 181 54.9 - 1.1 Pf 381 117.3 - 0.6 
RK 110 34.6 + 0.5 Lh 191 59.1 0.0 JI 424 13L2 + o.o 
RE 111 34.3 - 0.l Tc 194 6L2 + LO Te 454 138.9 - 1.8 
Rd 117 36.1 - 0.l JD 197 60.2 - 0.8 Ld 462 144.6 + L6 
Pd 117 35.1 - 1.1 Jl 200 63.3 + 1.4 Li 487 150.5 - 0.3 
Pg 118 36.9 + o.3 Le 201 6L9 -0.3 LA 489 150.9 -0.5 
PH 118 35.7 - 0.9 ·Ll 216 68.8 + L9 LB 539 166.6 - 0.4 
J a 123 39.0 + 0.9 HH 230 7L4 +0.1 LG 554 771 - 0.7 
Rl 123 38.9 +o.8 He 235 72.2 -0.5 Ue 554 169 - 2.7 
Me 124 38.0 - 0.4 Hh 244 74.5 -1.0 UH 600 185 - 0.9 
Sk 124 38.7 + 0.3 SD 245 74.8 - 1.1 BB 612 190.7 +0.9 
Si 132 40.4 - 0.5 HD 247 76.5 0.0 Ud 744 229 - 1.2 
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The observed travel times of the corresponding wave arc given in 
table XIV. The observations fit very well the straight line given by 
t = L1 /3.23. This apparent (or in this case perhaps true) velocity cor
responds very well with the value 3 .. 21 km. /sec., fotmd by H. 0. Woon 
and C. RICHTER (16) for t ransversal waves in California that were 
caused by blasts. The fact that the difference between calculated and 
observed values, also shown in table XIV, shows no change with 
distance (as it does in the case of the P-waves) favors the assumption 
that 'We have observed Q-waves. This would not be impossible, as at 
distances shorter than 200 km. the Q-wave must precede the S-wave 
by a few tenths of a second. As stated before, at a distance between 
200 and 300 km. both waves arrive at the same time within 1 / 2 second, 
and at greater distances t he S-wave may decrease like the P-wave, so 
that only the Q-wave can be observed there. However, this problem 

Table XV. 

Obser ved time differences S.,-S,.. 

Seismogra m Distance S.,-S,. 

JA 263 l.8 
Bh 268 2.5 
Pb 288 1.7 
TB 2!)1 2.4 
JC 292 1.7 
Re 347 1.9 
Ld 462 3.6 
UH 600 . 3 
UB 606 4 

Table X VI. 

Mean travel times of S-waves and surface waves. 

Dist ance Tmvel time of 

km. S" s., I s,,. s11 I s (Q) I R 

50 - - - - 15.5 16.8 
100 33.l - 31.7 31.0 31.0 33.5 
200 55.5 56.0 59.0 60.5 61.9 67.1 
300 78.0 79.6 86.3 90.0 92.8 100.7 
400 100.5 103.2 113.7 119.5 123.8 134.2 
500 122.9 126.7 141.1 149.0 154 .7 167.8 
600 145.5 150.3 168.4 178.5 185.6 201.4 
700 ? I ? ? 208.0 216.5 234.9 
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requires further investigation. In Europe the two waves might be 
found separately, due to greater depths of focus causing a greater 
difference between the arrival of the Q-waves and the S-waves (8). 

+10 

u + 
+ * 

+ + Q + 
0 ++- + + + 

-J01--~~~--t-~~~--t~~~~--+-~~--'"--'--,.__~~-l--~~ 

! 
t 

sec 
100 200 JOO 1/00 500 --LJ 600 km 

Fig. 5. Differences in travel-times of various waves and the surface shear 
wa.ve Q. 

Some other remarkable waves have been found, with similar 
properties to those of the corresponding P-wavcs ; they are very large 
at short distances and ·decrease at distances of some hundreds of km. The 
differences of their travel times a!' compared with the travel times of 
the Q- (or S-) wave are plotted in figure 5 against the distance, together 
with the travel time differences of other waves. Here, even more than 
in the case of the P-waves, the travel time curves are more definite 

s 
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than shown in the figure, as the different phases have entirely different 
amplitudes and besides they sometimes differ in their general aspect. 

The following formulas have been found for the travel times : 
LI 

Sn t = 10.6 + 4.45 
. LI 

s., t = 8.8 + 4.24 

LI 
Sv t = 4.4 + 3.66 

L1 
s,,. t = 1.5 + 3.39 

The observed time differences between S., and S11 are given in table XV. 

With respect to the Schwadorf quake CONRAD (4) found the 
following travel times (assuming a focal depth of 28 km.): 

LI 
s., t = 5.8 + 4.32 

S* 

S (iL) 

t= 1.7 + 3~7 
LI 

t=0.1+3.39 

The apparent velocities found by J EFFREYS (10) for two English earth
quakes and by lVIouRANT (14) for earthquakes in the English Channel are 

S 4.35 S* 3.7 Sg 3.3. 

Finally GUTENBERG (7) found, in the case of the South German earth
quakes of 1911 and 1913, 3.75 as apparent velocity of i L (S*?). All travel 
times of CONRAD are noticeably smaller than the corresponding values 
in California. Aside from this the two S.,-curvcs and JEFFREYS' value 
for S correspond very well. Perhaps in some cases he had S,.. Further
more, there is good agreement between Sv in California and S* in 
Europe, and finally CoNRAD's S-curve and our S,,.-curve are nearly the 
same. In fact, in California also S,,, has very often the largest ampli
tudes on the seismogram, and very often it has been marked as the 
beginning of the maxima. As stated by CmmAD, it was found that in 
most cases the wave of near earthquakes, called "iL" in the tirst in
vestigation, belongs to different phases in different instances, sometimes 
to the G-wave, which we shall consider afterwards and which arrives 
earlier than any S-wave, sometimes to S.,, quite often to Sv or Sw 
sometimes to the true i L and sometimes even to a later phase. 
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One of these later phases seems to be the RAYLEIGH wave (R), but 
the material wm, not sufficient to prove this. The travel time of this 
curve is given by t = LI /2.98. 

VII. Other waves. 
We know that if a longitudinal or a transversal wave touches a 

surface between two different layers, it divtdcs into 4 waves. Since there 
are several surfaces of this kind within the upper 40 km. of the earth's 
shell, we must expect a large number of reflected and refracted waves. 
If we knew more about the ratio of the energy in the different waves, 
we could select waves with probably small energy and waves with 
larger energy. But calculations have been made only in a very few 
cases. In general the greatest amount of energy is propagated with the 
refracted wave of the same kind as the incident wave; in general a 
more or less considerable amount of energy is found in the reflected 
wave of the same kind. This energy is especially large, if the refracted 
wave does not exist beyond its ·critical ang\e of incidence. The waves 
of the other kind (transversal waves, if a longitudinal wave is incident) 
are in general small according to the theory. 

Besides these different kinds of waves we have to expect surface 
waves in all layers. The general theory of these waves has been given 
by DLLER, but no special calculations have been carried out to date. 

Evidently the a-, b- and c-waves discussed heretofore belong to 
one or the other kind of waves mentioned above . In that part of the 
seismograms following the P-waves there are some very distinct though 
in general not very large phases. Figure 6 shows the observations and 
the probable travel time curves for such waves at distances between 
100 and 400 km. and between P and S,., figure 7 at distances less than 
100 km. In figure 6 the zero-line is given by the probable t ravel time 
of the A~wave. The C-, d- and D-wave and perhaps another o-wave 
seem to have travel time curves nearly parallel to the curve of the 
A-wave. Some of these phases arc quite conspicuous in the seismograms 
(fig. 8- 11). Other waves of this kind are marked in figure 5. The 
t ravel times of these waves are given in table XVII. 

The different t ravel time curves can be given by the following 
equations : 

A. In general well marked; amplitudes often larger than the ampli· 
tudes of P, which it follows within a very few seconds 

LI 
t = -0.2 + 5.3 
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B. Often well marked 
LI 

t = - 1.2 + 4.87 

c. To be found at all distances l= 
LI 

2·2 + 5.36 

]follows C after nearly 2 seconds 
LI 

d. l = 3 .8+~ 
;). 

D. Again two seconds later t= 
LI 

5.8 + 5.3 

E. In general considerable t = 
LI 

6.o + 5.o 

e. Only at distancees betwen 200 and 500 km., in general not · 

very large t= 
LI 

9·0 + 5.06 

f. Only at distances over 200 km., but sometimes rather sharp 
LI 

there t = 1.9 + 
4

_
28 

· 

This wave is perhaps identical with the one found by CONRAD 

in the Schwadorf quake to which he had given the sign "d" . 
LI 

The travel times there were. given by t = - 0.6 + 
4

_
19

. Also, 

in the seismograms of the South German shocks in 1911 and 
1913 there are some waves with similar travel times. 

g. This wave was considerable only at distances over 400 km. Its 
travel times can be given by 

t=l4+~·. 
5.0 

Its travel time curve is nearly parallel to the curves of E and e. 
F. Sometimes rather sharp · 

LI 
t = 1.8 + 4.04. 

G. Very often considerable at small distances, where it looks 
like "eL". At distances over 300 km. it arrives after the first 
S-waves and therefore can not be found . Its travel times are 

. LI 
given by t = 4.3 + 

4
.
1 

· 

N. At short distances very well marked. Near 200 km. it has 
nearly the same travel times as Sn and Sv but at longer distances 
it is again visible. Perhaps it corresponds to the a-wave found 

3* 
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by CONRAD in the Schwadorf quake, with travel times given 
by t = 2.9 +LI /3.81. The travel times of N are given by 

. LI 
t = 4.6 + 3.9 .. 

a. Often well marked at long distances. 
LI 

t = 4.5 + 3.80 . 

(J. One of the largest waves at great distances. Its beginning is 
very often extremely well marked. Perhaps a and fJ correspond 
to the a- and b-waves in the region of the longitudinal waves. 

U. Sometimes considerable at great distances 
. LI 

t = 3.16. 

J. Quite often very sharp with large amplitudes 
LI 

t = - 0.2 + 3.09 . 

K. Occurs only at distances less than 300 km., but is sometimes 
very sharp with large amplitudes 

Distance 

km. 

50 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 

50 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 

9.2 
18.7 
37.6 
56.4 
75.3 
94.2 

113.1 
-

-
26.6 
51.3 
76.0 

100.8 
-
-
-

LI 
t = 4.5 + 3.05 . 

Table XVII. 
Travel times of different phases. 

- 11.5 13.2 15.2 -
19.3 20.9 22.7 24.7 26.0 
39.9 39.6 41.6 43.6 46.0 
60.4 58.2 60.4 62.4 66.0 
81.0 76.9 79.3 81.3 86.0 

101.5 95.6 98.2 100.2 106.0 
122.0 114.2 117.l 119.l 126.0 

- - - - 146.0 

- 17.4 - - -
28.7 30.2 - - -

53.1 55.9 57.l - -
77.4 81.5 83.4 87.9 94.9 
- 107.1 109.7 116.5 126.5 
- 132.8 136.1 145.2 158.2 
- 158.4 162.4 173.8 189.9 
- - 188.7 202.4 221.4 

I £ g 

- - -
- - -
48.5 48.6 -
68.3 71.9 -
88.1 95.2 94.0 

107.9 118.6 114.0 
127.7 141.9 134.0 

- - 154.0 

- 20.9 
32.2 37.3 
54.5 70.l 
96.9 102.9 

129.2 -
161.6 -
194.0 -
226.3 -
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Table XVIII. 
Calculated depths of focus. a) By use of macroseismic data and the formula 
of GaSSMANN (I = maxi mum intensity, r = radius of the shaken area, 

h = depth of focus ). 

Shock 

a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
g 
h 

d 
.M:ean 

I 

4 
5 
4 
7 
4 
5 
4 
6 
7 

r h 

20 7 
40 7 
60 22 

150 15 
40 15 
70 14 
50 18 
50 5 

250 9 

12 

b) By use of the travel times of P. 

Shock II Dist ance J P- (Ll / 5.55)J h 

a 54 0.7 21 
d 46 0.6 18 
d 54 0.2 11 
e 57 0.6 20 
f 59 - 0.6 neg. 
g 45 0.5 16 
i 49 0.3 13 
i 63 0.2 12 
1 44 0.5 17 

.M:ean 52 o.34 . I · 14 

c) From all values in tables a)· and b) 

Shock h 

a 14 
d 15 
e 17 
g 15 

10 

VIlI. The depths of foci. 
There are many methods of finding out the focal depth of an 

earthquake, but in each particular case the number of practicable 
methods is very limited. As stated before, it is not possible in our case 
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to decide at what time the S-waves arrive, or to find the difference 
in time between t he arrival of these \vaves and the surface shear waves. 
Therefore, it is impossible to use any of these t wo kinds of waves, and 
111 using microseismic data we can deal only with P. If we knew the 

sec 
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Fig. 7. Travel-times of waves in Southern California at distances less than 
100 km. (Inset) Mea.n observed and calcu la ted differences: Travel-time of 

P minus Ll/5 .55. (Ll = distance in km.) 

thickness of the layers and the wave velocities we could also use the 
time differences between the different kinds of P -wa.ves. 

In figure 7 the travel times of the .P-waves a.re plotted against 
the distance. Here we also not ice the travel t ime curves of these waves, 
found by l\f0Honov1Ci6 for a focal depth of 0 and of 25 km. The ob
served values arc genera lly between these two curves. In the small 
figure the travel times calculated by lVIoHonov1cr6 for the two values 
of focal depth h minus the value distance divided by 5.55 arc plotted 
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against the distance, also the corresponding values (crosses) observed, 
according to the means of table VI. The full line gives the curve most 
likely to correspond to the observations. It runs between t he curves 
calculated for focal depths of 0 and 25 km. From this figure we find 
therefore that evidently the wave velocity in the upper California 
layer is nearly the same as assumed by lVIoH0Rov1cr6, and that the 
depth of focus is somewhat nearer to 0 than to 25 km., it having been 
near 10 km. If the curvature of the observed curve is true and not 
caused by errors of 0.2 seconds between 200 and 500 km., it would 
follow from observations that the increase of velocity with depth is 
somewhat less in the uppermost part of the first layer, than assumed 
by l\foHOROVICI6, and somewhat larger in the lower part of this layer. 

In figure 7 all observations of all shocks are used. Now we must 
try to ascertain whether a ny differences existed between the different 
shocks. If we use only short distances, the depth of focus h is given 
within the limit of error of the observations by the formula 

1i2 = (tv)2-LJ2 

where tis the travel time of the P-waves, v t heir mean velocity and Ll 
the distance. On the other hand we can express t by the travel time 
for the depth of focus zero and the difference d, which has been cal
culated in table VI for each seismogram : 

Ll 
t= - +d . 

v 

Combining these two formulas we have 

h2 = vd (vd + 2 Ll) 

or approximately in most cases h2 = 2 vd Ll . With the first formula h 
has been calculated for all seismograms from distances less than 70 km. 
The values of d were taken from table VI. The r~sults are given in 
table XVIIIb. They show that the depths of foci were the same in all 
cases, within the limits of error, the mean being 14 km. 

Finally we can try to calculate the depths of foci from the macro
seismic data. A formula for this purpose has been given by GASSMANN (6): 

1/3 (J - 2) = log v 1 + ( ;i r + 0.06v1 + ( ;i r . 
where J = maximum intensity of the shock, r = mean radius of the 
shaken area and 0.06 a factor of absorption according to GASSMANN's 
investigation of shocks in the Alps. The data and results in our cast7 
are found in table XVIIIa. Again the results agree :within the limits 
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of error, the mean of 12 km. agrees very well with all results found pre. 
viously by entirely different methods*). 

Therefore it is very proba bl.e that all shocks originated 
at a dep t h b etwee n 10 and 15 km. We shall see that this is very 
near the lower surface of the first (granitic) layer, just as has been 
found for other countries. 

IX. The thickness of layers in Southern California. 

If the velocities of a cer tain kind of waves (either longitudinal 01 

transversal) in successive layers are given by V1, V 2, V3 . •. , V
11

, we 
can calculate the t hiclmess d1, d2, d3 ... of these layers, assummg 
constant velocity in each of them, in the following way: 

First layer ( 1 1) 
2d

1 
-h = LI* .'V;:-l'; 

11·;12- ;22 
where LI* = Distance where the travel time curves of the two cor
responding waves intersect, h =depth of focus. For each following 
layer we have (i =angle of incidence) 

sin i 1 : sin i 2 : sin i 3 : ... : 1 = V 1 : V 2 : V 3 : .. . : V,. 

Ll11 = (2 d1 - h) tg i 1 + 2 d2 tg i 2 + 2 d3 t g i 3 + ... + 2 d11_ 2 tg i11_ 2 

t = 2d1 - h + 2d2 + 2d3_ + ... + 2d,. _ 2 . 
11 

COS i1 COS i2 COS i3 COS in- 2 

If t' is the travel time to a distance LI' of the wave with its deepesl 
point in the layer n , we calculate 

T,. =t' -t,. 

z _ (V,. T,.-D,.)cos i,._1 . 

£ n - l - 2 ( Vn _ Vn -1) 
Vn-1 Vn 

Assuming that P v' Pm, P"' and P,i> as well as the corresponding S
waves, are caused in this way, the following thicknesses of layers and 
corresponding wave velocities have been found : 

*) F or the South German Earthquake, November 16, 1911, we find by 
this method a focal depth of t he order of 30 km., corresponding again with 
the results calculat ed by using t he seismograms. 
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- Velocity .M:can I Veloc . 
Thickness Velocity Thickness Poissons 
of layer longitud. of layer trans- lower I long. by ratio 

versa!- depth vcl. transv. -
I 

0-14 5.55 0- 13 3.23 14 1.70 0.24 

14-26 6.05 13-24 3.39 25 1.79 0.27 
26- 30 6.83 24-32 3.66 31 1.86 0.30 
30- 39 7.6 32- 38 4.24 39 1.80 0.27 

> 39 7.94 > 38 4.45 - 1.78 0.27 

For the first layer the calculations showed that 2d = h + 16. AJ5 the 
focus must be situated within this layer, no P,,. being observed other
wise, we find h < 16 km. and d1 = ~ 16 km. So the thickness of this 
layer is rather certain. Assuming that the P.,- and S.,-waves are not 
caused by a layer, the third layer will extend from 25 to 36 km., and 
there the layer with a .velocity of 7.94km. for longitudinal waves will 

begin. 
The thiclmess of 14 km. found for the first (granitic) layer agrees 

very well with the value of 15 km., found by BYERLY (3), Woon and 
RICHTER (16) from blasts .. 

So far we have assumed that the velocity is constant in every 
layer. AJ5 a matter of fact, it increases with depth. The travel time 
curves of Mon0Rov1cr6 are based on the assumption of the velocity 

(
. r0)4.05 

v = 5.54 -
r 

which 'means that 'the velocity of the longitudinal waves m
creases from 5.54 km. /sec. at the surface to 5.59 km. /sec. at a 
depth of 14 km. 

If finally we now compare other values with those for California, 
it appears at first glance that there are more layers here than elsewhere. 
But it must be remembered that evidently some of the P*-waves 
found in Europe correspond to our P,,.-waves and others to our Pv
waves (fig. 4). It is quite probable th.at the upper (granitic) layer in 
California has a thickness of some 10 km. less than under ·the Alps. 
This granitic layer seems to be entirely absent in northern Germany, 
where the . velocities found for the uppermost layer correspond to the 
velocities in the second layer in California. The following values have 
been found in other countries: · 
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North Germa.ny 
England (JEFFREYS) (°WIECHERT, South Germany (GUTENBERG) 

BROCKA'.\lP 

Depth IV. longit.,iB trnnsv. and Wi:iLCKEN) Depth IV. long. iB tra~sv. 
km. km./sec. km. /scc. D epth 1V. km./scc. km. km. /sec. km./sec. 

0- 10 5.4 3. 3 0-8 6.0 0- 30 ± 5.6 3.2 
10- 20 6.3 3.7 8-? 6.8 30- 45 ± 61/ 4 ? 

> 20 7.8 4.31> > 45 8.2 4.4 

Schwadorf (Wien) Tauern (V. CONRAD) Japan (MATUZA WA, others) (V. CONRAD ) 

Depth 
km. 

0- 40 ± 
40-50 

> 50 

IV. longit. Depth IV. longit. D epth j V. longit. , 
km. /sec. km. km. /sec. km. I km. /sec. 

5.6 0 -(40) 5.5 0- 20 ± 5- 51/ 2 
6.47 (40)-(50) 61/ 4 20- 50 ± 6- 61/4 
8.12 > (50) 7.83 .>50 ± 71/ 2- 8 

f?iverside 2l =109 km Ep.Mo/Jave f2 
.'EW Jan. 8. 1931. 

N 
• t ' .. * \ ' • ...l. .,~. '" . .. >,~ .... ~,. \ "'11 •• - ..., 

:.=.... _ _,_ _ __ 10 s~c 1 f' ' __ ,,,__ __ 
• J9, PA 4 =117 km Ep.Mohave J 7( I\ 

rv7. Pn\i:~~i/:.1Jr,,1,;0;:;:...1 ... ,',.''( 'f 
:_z-ft_asad. ~I .:t1/"'fl'1 .. 1 ~ ii . r , •} ~1-- , .tl I 
.... E)W. ~4~·-.-,.., ,...,_._ ~~~ 1y,,,M 
- · B 10 sec 1 e :\ 

~Pasaden:-Ei ~Mohave Sn Sm e 

Ff .• -'F A ~-106ec ~ 

I ,, 1 ~ . ' .. , 
- } ,.. ! 
R _.J 
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31;, 
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Fig. 8. Seismograms of earthquakes registered in Southern California; 
distance from t he epicenter 109- 139 km. 
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Fig. 9. Scismograms of earthquakes r egistered in Sout hern California; distance 
from the epicenter 155 - 175 km. · 

Pasadena, May_ 12. 19JO. 
-.fir (f:Ea§t ot, La ~ql~ 

P B d D £ f 
JIEW · 

""..,..__.___ T...,,,v, .. ,.~.\,."" " r .!/._,,'/tt 

VEW 

VI NS 

(TO=osec.J p 

L1 =172 km ______ _ 

. .@ 
G 

·. 

Fig 10. Seis mograms of a shock, registered at P asad ena; distance 172 km. 
II = short period "'ioon -ANDEnSON torsion seismograph, .. V- and JI I = long 

period t orsion instruments, I I I = verticaJ component, B"r.NrOFl!' t ype. 
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